
- 6.088′′ HD+ Waterdrop Display
- Triple Camera

A5 Frame
The Moment



The Integration of Geometry and Aesthetics
Triple camera and one flash form a square design, the overall appearance exhibits the wonderful

relationship between geometry and aesthetics. The texture and shape of the phone fits your palm perfectly.

3D four-curved design

2x2 square-shaped camera

Smooth twill texture

Circular rear fingerprint



19.5: 9

6.088'' HD+ Waterdrop with vivid display brings a clear large view, to present you 
extraordinary visual experience with abundant detail and colours. 

HD+ display 
6.088'' 

high definition
1560*720

aspect ratio

Enjoy a Boundless View



Smooth Operation with High Performance
A5 adopts Helio A25, a powerful 12nm Octa-core processor, 1.8GHz combined with 3GB 

RAM to ensure a smoother user experience, enjoy fast and natural switching between apps. 

RAM

3GB

STORAGE

32GB

STORAGE
256GB
Expandable Up to 



4000mAh battery, with advanced power-
saving system and ultra battery endurance, 
saving power intelligently to extend battery 
life. A5 will automatically switch to Low 
Power Mode when battery is lower than 15%. 

Long Battery Life x Power Saving System



Fingerprint Face ID

Face ID x Fingerprint
Double unlock brings more convenience for your daily use. When you look at the the screen, 

Face ID will unlock your phone instantly. A5 also supports fingerprint unlock on the back 
when Face ID is inconvenient for you. You will discover the potential of what your 

fingerprints can do in multiple scenarios with A5.



Dual SIM + One TF or Micro SD

Triple Card Tray 
2 SIM Cards and Storage Card

Insert two SIM cards along with a TF or micro SD card.
With dual SIM dual standby function, A5 helps you manage 
your work and life balance. No need to worry when one card
is out of service, and no need to limit your storage.

TF or Micro SD Card SIM 2 SIM 1



Frame the Moment with Triple Rear Camera
Equipped with 13MP sensor, which has high light collecting efficiency enables A5 to achieve
better quality images and present more details. Just one tap with A5 triple rear camera,
to capture the unforgettable moments vividly.

Triple rear camera

13MP+2MP+2MP

Large apertures
f/2.0

Optical lens
5P

Natural 
background blurring

The display pictures are simulated images, 
which are only used for function description purposes.

SONY sensor
IMX214



Stand Out from the Crowd
8MP front camera with background blur effect will make you the centre of attention. With 
beauty algorithms support, specifically to beautify details of face, skin and eyes..., 
To help  diminish the appearance of blemishes, and help enhance a flawless look.

Front camera
8MP

Effect
Background blur

The display pictures are simulated images, 
which are only used for function description purposes.



Beautify the Best of You
A5 provides beauty mode to analyse the shape and features of your face intelligently,

with customized and continuous optimization of the beauty algorithm, helping your skin
look more delicate.it’s easy to create beautiful selfies.

The display pictures are simulated images, 
which are only used for function description purposes.



Intelligent Recognition of Specific Scenarios 
By utilising AI recognition technology, A5 is able to intelligently identify 10 independent scenarios,

for example blurring the background immediately when identifying a portrait scenario. AI recognition will
perform exclusive optimization for different scenarios, to produce rich-coloured and photo-realistic style.

There is no need for post-processing of photographs.

The display pictures are simulated images, 
which are only used for function description purposes.



Classic Black  

A5 Specifications

Storage

RAM

Display

Appearance Smooth Twill Texture Colour Cover

6.217 inch water drop HD+  1520*720  19.5:9 Aspect Ratio

32GB expandable with Micro SD card up to 256GB

Battery 4000mAh Polymer Lithium Ion

Camera 8MP Front Camera
13MP + 2MP + 2MP Triple Rear Camera

Video Recording up to FHD  1980x1080

Processor CPU MY6762D (A25) 1.8 GHz Octa Core, 12nm

System Android 10

Network Dual SIM - Unlocked ready for any network
GPS + GLONASS + Beidou+Galileo
Bluetooth BT 5.0
WiFi 2.4GHz + 5GHz 802.11 ac/a/b/g/n
2G: GSM B2/3/5/8
3G: WCDMA  B1/2/5/8
4G:  TDD-LTE  B38
4G: FDD-LTE  B1/3/5/7/8/20/28A/28B

USB Charging, Data Transfer, OTG, USB Type C Connector

Other Facial Recognition, Fingerprint Sensor, FM Radio, 
Electronic Compass

Dimensions
Weight

154.6W x 73.8H x 8.8D
TBA

In the Box Mintt A5, Charger, Charger Cable, Premium Wired Earphones
Quick Start Guide, Screen Protector & TPU Clear Gel
Protective Case

Colours Classic Black

Specifications subject to change without notice

3GB
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